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Who we are

Woods Hardwick Surveying is a specialist surveying consultancy, a part
of the broader Woods Hardwick Group of companies.

We provide a full range of professional surveying, measurement and
recording services both within the main group and externally to
independent clients. Established in 2001 we bring more than 40 years
of surveying and development expertise to all commissions. As part
of the wider Woods Hardwick Consultancies we ensure our surveys are
completed to meet all briefs.

Land & Topographic Surveys

Building & Construction Surveys
Engineering & Setting Out

Services & Utilities

Adoption Agreement Surveys
3D Modelling & Volumes

Boundary & HMLR Issues

Drain Tracing & CCTV Surveys
GPS & Control Networks
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Our vision
To aim to provide truly expert and experienced advice to all clients on
every surveying project, helping define the initial brief right through
to the finished product. We ensure every completed survey is ‘fit for
purpose’.

We provide our expertise to the broadest range of clients, expanding
that client base through repeated recommendations.

What we do
We provide a wide range of surveying, measurement and recording
services. Similarly, our clients range from individual home owners to
national housebuilders and from parish councils to regional authorities,
including schools, colleges, trusts and charities.

Woods Hardwick Surveying have a strong presence in the commercial
sector, regularly completing time-critical projects on occupied
premises or demolition and brownfield sites. In all our projects we
can help clients specify the brief to ensure both the methods used
and the results obtained are those required.
Our comprehensive range of survey services includes:

› Land & topographic surveys,
the pre-requisite item for all
development
› Building & construction
surveys; plans, sections and
elevations
› Engineering & setting
out on site

› Tracing services & utilities

Added value
Having worked within the development industry, alongside the Woods
Hardwick Group of companies for many years, we provide experienced
based added value to every project.

Clients frequently ask us to specify the survey brief thereby ensuring
their survey is not just ‘right first time’ but is ‘fit for all purposes’.
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› Adoption agreement surveys,
S38, S104, S278, etc.

› Boundary disputes & HMLR
issues including expert reports
› GPS & control networks
› 3D Modelling & volume
calculations

› Tracing drains and proving
outfalls including CCTV Surveys

Why Woods Hardwick?
A plan is a powerful tool and having the right plan at the start of any
project is imperative. Whether it’s to resolve a minor boundary
dispute or for a major development area, an accurate and ‘fit for
purpose’ survey plan is essential.

By choosing Woods Hardwick Surveying you can be certain our
expertise and experience will deliver you a ‘right first time result’.

The wider Woods Hardwick Group contains experts in many fields,
including planning, civil engineering, architecture, structural
engineering and surveying. As an integral part of this group we benefit
from and understand the needs of the broadest range of clients and
consultancies.

We pride ourselves on providing a welcoming, innovative and
independent approach to all enquiries. Our clients’ satisfaction is
demonstrated by our history and proven track record. We provide a
commercially minded professional service to all clients and stand by
the evidence that more than 90% of all commissions are from returning
customers.
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